Resources & Worksheets

EFFECTIVE GOAL-SETTING FOR
PERFECTIONISTS
Jennifer Kemp, Clinical Psychologist

Your own positive future begins in this moment. All you have is
right now. Every goal is possible from here. — Lao Tzu

Do you struggle to set effective goals?
Despite often having a reputation as driven go-getters, perfectionists can often struggle
to set goals in ways that give them the best chance of success. Instead, they set goals in
ways that are almost impossible to achieve, ultimately setting themselves up for failure
and disappointment. There are several ways you might set goals that serve to hold you
back. These include:
1. Setting perfection as the standard for success
2. Trying to fix everything at once (overambitious)
3. Not allowing for slips, lapses, and getting off track
4. Focusing on trying to 'fix' your emotions
5. Defining what you will not do, not what you will do
All of these problems can be found within three problematic types of goals: 'perfect,
forever goals', 'dead person's goals', and 'emotional goals'. Let's look at each in turn.
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Perfect Forever Goals
The first trap perfectionists fall into is setting ‘perfect, forever goals.’ These goals are too
big, too challenging, and demand perfection. Unspoken within these goals is an
expectation that your change will continue forever without any bad days, slip-ups, or
distractions. You must leap to the finish without any messiness in between. Goals set like
this are exceedingly difficult to achieve because they operate as a rule.
One example of a perfect forever goal is going on a crash diet. Successfully changing
your eating habits long-term behavioural change. Instead, you say: “I will stop eating any
sugary treats, starting right now”, expecting that you will never eat these foods ever
again.
This goal does not allow for mistakes or special occasions. The first time you have a
cookie you have failed. You might feel so demoralized that you finish the whole packet.
Each time this happens it becomes harder to start again.
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Emotional Goals
Emotional goals focus on feeling better. Wanting to feel good or be happy is
understandable, particularly if you’ve been struggling for a while. Yet positive emotions
come and go according to what we do and depend on what happens around us.
Goals that are designed to guarantee positive emotions are destined to fail. You can try
to force yourself to feel happy or be positive, but it doesn’t work. You simply cannot
control your emotions in this way, and you cannot control the entire world around you.
You might also try to avoid things that make you feel sad or anxious, but this will backfire
too. If you keep going this way your life will become small and depressing.

Dead Person's Goals
Some goals have good intentions but aren’t useful because they focus on what you don’t
want. It’s understandable if you want to “not be so hard on yourself”, “not feel so
depressed”, “not worry about money all the time”, or “not work so hard”.
Unfortunately, goals like this aren’t easy to achieve. In Acceptance and Commitment
Therapy these are called ‘dead person’s goals’ because they are something that a dead
body could do better than you.
Goals that focus on getting rid of experiences or stopping certain behaviours are hard to
put into action because they don’t tell you what to do. You cannot move toward the
absence of something, so these goals tend to leave you stuck.
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Valued Goals
Goals that focus on practical steps you can take to make things better are much more
helpful. When these steps align with what is deeply important to you, you’ll feel more
motivated to achieve them.
Choose goals that move you towards the things that matter. These are called ‘valued
goals’, and they describe how to move towards a life that is meaningful for you.
The process of change becomes deceptively simple: do the things that move you in the
direction of your values and add to this over time.

How to Achieve Your Goals
Focus on making small, specific changes that are easy to achieve. Practice these habits
as much as you can until they become comfortable and consistent. Only then do you
change something else.
Wherever you start, build from there. When the first new habit is becoming wellestablished, add another positive change. Keep track of how often you achieve this so
that over time you’ll be able to see your success. Only track what works, not when you’ve
had a slip.
Building on a foundation of small reliable successes is more effective than changing a lot
of things at once and not being consistent with any of them. You cannot often leap to
the finish. Doing more of what works might seem slower, but success is motivating, and
lots of small successes will move you faster than goals you never achieve.
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In Summary
The way you set goals can determine your success or failure. To have the greatest
chance of success, set goals that:
don’t require perfection to be successful,
have steps that are easy enough that they allow some success right away,
move you towards what really matters to you (your values), and
define what you should do, not what to stop doing.
And, as you begin to put your goals into action, remember to:
acknowledge the uncomfortable emotions, thoughts, and sensations that are likely to
emerge,
keep going when things get tough,
allow for slips, errors, lapses as part of the process,
get good at getting back on track, and
be kind to yourself when this inevitably happens.
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